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W. Germans
supportive
of arms plan
BONN, West Germany (AP)
— Vice President George Bush
met yesterday with West German officials, including Chancellor Helmut Kohl, and said he
found unified support for the
prospective arms treaty banning U.S. and Soviet intermediate-range nuclear weapons.
Kohl said he hoped a formal
treaty could be concluded before
the end of the year.
He also expressed the hope
that talks would continue soon
on long-range nuclear weapons
and on chemical weapons, as
well as conventional forces.
The two men appeared briefly
before reporters after meeting
for about an hour, but Kohl permitted only one question ana his
American visitor made no effort
to prolong the session.

Reagan's
policies

examined

In addition to seeing the chancellor, Bush met with Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher and other political leaders
as part of a round of meetings
with West German allies on the
treaty outline.
"Genscher stressed the German interest in a successful outcome of START negotiations,
that should lead to a 50-percent
reduction in strategic weapons
of the United States and the Soviet Union," said a West German foreign ministry statement.
Genscher said the United
States and the Soviet Union
should strive in their talks in
Geneva to reach a quick agreement on a worldwide elimination of chemical weapons,
according to the statement.

Culture sought
as requisite
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

A future general education requirement is in the making. The
Cultural Diversity Committee,
chaired by
Ernest Champion of the
Ethnic Studies
Department,
is working
toward creating a program
which will
promote
awareness of
cultural di- Champion
versity within the United States.
Champion said the committee
is still in its fundamental stages

and the program will not be in
effect for at least two years.
The focus of the committee's
goals has shifted from gauging
the need for a cultural diversity
program to studying the feasibility and implementation of such
a program, Champion said.
If mandated, the program will
be taken by every student enteringthe University.
The committee will develop
the program and decide what
subjects will be discussed, what
type of textbooks or pamphlets
will be used and what faculty
members will be teaching it.
They also need to determine the
cost of implementing the program.

Lovebirds

BG News/Rob Upton

Amy Mylander. freshman nursing major, and her boyfriend, Ron Boorman, of Columbus, sit in a tree in
front of the Moore Musical Arts Center, spending a few quiet moments together before his weekend visit
came to an end.

D See Committee, page 4.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate has agreed to halt all
Iranian imports into the United
States, but it still can't agree
whether to approve a conEtssional veto of President
agan's Persian Gulf policy.
The chamber was scheduled
festerday to return again to a
entagon budget bill that is being held up by Democraticbacked proposals dealing with
Reagan's policies on the gulf
and nuclear arms control.
While the Democraticcontrolled chamber struggled to
finish the measure, the nation's
top military officer admitted the
Navy underestimated the threat
posed by Iranian mines.
"We made some mistakes,"
Adm. William Crowe Jr.,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, told a Senate committee
Tuesday. "If I had it to do over
again' I wouldn't do it that
way.
Obviously, we didn't want
the Bridgeton to happen," he
said, referring to the July 24 incident in which the giant Kuwaiti oil tanker hit a mine in the
war-torn waterway while it was
being protected by a trio of Navy
warships.
During three weeks of debates
and decisions on the $302 billion
Pentagon bill, both sides have
argued about Reagan's policy of
reflagging 11 Kuwaiti tankers
and protecting them with Navy
convoys through the gulf. Critics
fear U.S. involvement in the
Iran-Iraq war.
The Democratic proposal
would end the reflagging and
convoys 90 days after the law
takes effect, unless both the
House and Senate approve the
policy. But Reagan has
threatened to veto any bill containing that restriction and Senate Republicans are considering
a filibuster that also would block
the chamber from voting on the
issue.

INXS tickets selling fast Training site
by Judi Kopp
chief copy editor

About 3,000 tickets were sold yesterday to
students for the INXS concert, according to
Gale Swanka, director of University Activities Organization.
Between 1,200 and 1,300 students bought
tickets yesterday, she said, and the busiest
time was in the morning.
"The line was between 700 and 800 people
this morning when the ticket sales started,"
she said. "A lot of people got in the line
around 7:30 a.m.. so we aren't sure how

many people stood out all night.
'"The busiest time was definitely the first
thing in the morning, but the line was gone
by 10:30 (a.m.). We went through about 800
people in about 2 V4 hours," she said.
For the first time, students could charge
concert tickets directly to their bursar accounts. Swanka said most students chose
this method of payment.
The concert is scheduled for Sunday, Oct.
18 at 7:30 p.m. in Anderson Arena.
Tickets are available to the general public
starting today at the Union information desk
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., and at Finders Records, Boogie Records, Shed's and Abbey

Many University students spent their Tuesday night waiting In line, hoping to receive INXS concert tickets when they went on sale Wednesday

Thursday
DUniverslty graduate and author
Robert Bennett returned recently with
his newest book, see story page 4.
GJim Pelfrey, a University graduate
student, doesn't let handicap hold him
back, see story page 3.
DPresldent Reagan calls book by Bob
Woodward a piece of fiction, see story
page 7.
DFalcon splkers raised their record
to 11-4 with a convincing victory over
Xavier last night, see story page 10.
ONewscolumnist Marc Delph doesn't
like way sports writers are stereotyped,
see column page 11.

Records in Toledo. The tickets are $11 for
students and $14 for non-students.
The last major on-campus concert was
Cheap Trick and John Waite in Anderson
Arena in October 1985.
UAO tried to schedule Eddie Money in
1986, who just didn't work out, Swanka said.
INXS' new album is due out sometime
next week, according to Boogie Records. Its
last album "Listen Like Thieves," produced
the hit singles "What You Need," and "This
Time." The band is also featured on the
"Lost Boys Soundtrack," with the song
"Good Times."

BG News/Michelle Thomewell
morning. Tents, blankets and pillows were on hand to make the night
more bearable.

opinions vary
by Craig Wagner
reporter

While Gov. Richard Celeste objects to the training of Ohio
National Guard troops in Honduras, some University students who
are members of the National Guard feel the experience will be
worthwhile.
More than 1,200 U.S. servicemen are stationed in Honduras.
Thousands more American troops, including National Guard units,
train with Honduran soldiers in projects such as building roads.
Ohio National Guard units are scheduled to begin training exercises in Honduras in 1989.
Celeste objects to the use of Ohio National Guardsmen in the country because of its proximity to Nicaragua, where U.S.-supported
contra rebels are at war with the Sandinistas. The governor maintains there is a potential for danger there.
However, federal officials have said Celeste does not have the authority to forbid the exercises.
John Hudson, a senior IPCO marketing major and combat engineer platoon leader for the 837th Engineer Company of the National
Guard, said going to Honduras would be a good experience.
"We would be doing a service for the Honduran people, plus getting good training," he said. "I think Celeste is pushing against this
so he can get into the White House—to see how much puD he's got."
Kevin O Reilly, a sophomore criminal justice major and member
of Company B 372nd Engineer Battalion, said if given the choice, he
would not go to Honduras to train.
"But I'd rather go down there and do something productive, because we don't do much at Camp Grayling in Michigan every year,"
he said.
Hudson said he believes the opportunities of experience and training override any potential dangers that exist in Honduras.
"I really don't mind going," he said, adding that most of the members in his unit feel the same way. "A lot of them are eager to go."
One female student, speaking on the condition of remaining
anonymous, said she does not like the idea of the National Guardsmen going to Honduras. Her father is a warrant officer with the
213th Maintenance and she said she is worried for him and his unit.
C See Guard, page 4.

News in Brief

I

'Cosby' remains on top

despite new shows

i

NEW YORK (AP) — The new season put two
new ABC faces —"Dolly!" and "Hooperman" —
into the top 10 in the television ratings last week,
but the No. 1 show was still "Cosby" and the No. 1
network still NBC.
According to figures from the A.C. Nielsen Co.,
CBS was second for the first official week of the
new, prime-time network television season, even
though it had no shows in the top 10 and only three
in the top 20. CBS' highest-rated show was "Murder, She Wrote" at 12th.
NBC had an average rating of 16.5 and a 29
share, CBS had a 14.6 and 25 and ABC had a 14.2
rating and a 24 share.

The rating is a percentage of the nation's estimated 88.6 million households with televisions.
The share is a percentage of the audience actually
tuned in during the measured time periods.
The new-season numbers come from "people
meters," a new method by which a new set of
measured viewers report what shows they watch.
AGB Television Research, a Nielsen competitor
this season, reported lower ratings generally, but
just about the same rankings.
In the AGB rankings, the No. 1 show was "A
Different World," a spinoff of "The Cosby Show"
that follows it on Thursday night. Nielsen had it
second behind "Cosby."

Editorial
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Avoid fake I.D.s
Going to the bars on a Friday or Saturday night
has become a major part of the Bowling Green
social scene. Having a few drinks, laughing, dancing and visiting friends are a popular escape from
the everyday pressures of studying and working.
Students who don't meet the drinking age requirements, however, are unable to participate in
this nightlife and thus feel deprived of a social life.
This is even more of a frustration to those born
after July 31,1968, since the drinking age has been
raised. Most of this year's freshmen class and
many sophomores will have to wait until their
senior year before they can go to bars legally.
It is these emotions of feeling unfairly separated
that prompt students to borrow a friend's drivers
license or have a fake I.D. made, enabling them to
go out with friends who are old enough.
Many students don't give such actions a second
thought. Either they are so desperate to go out they
don't seriously think about it or they don't realize
how severe the consequences can be.
The penalty for carrying a fake I.D. is a misdeameanor of the first degree, punishable by six
months in jail and a $1,000 fine.
Also, the conviction becomes a part of a person's
record.
These are ramifications that are not to be taken
lightly. College is tough enough without having to
spend time in jail and pay large fines for using a
fake I.D.
Students who are under the legal drinking age
need to act like adults and accept the law even if
they feel it is an unfair infringement upon their
rights. There are other ways to relax ana have fun
that don't involve the risk of receiving a jail sentence or a substantial fine.

American system
not only right one
I felt upset by Van Robison's
letter on Sept. 22. Not his procontra position, but his way of
thinking that is disturbing. Robison makes this clear in his article that "Nicaragua is nothing
more than Communism in Central American clothing—in this
hemisphere..." The question is:
SO WHAT? Are you implying
that the Communists should be
eradicated from Central America because you don't like them,
like what Hitler did to the Jews
whom he hated intensely? The
United States is claimed to be a
free country. What is this freedom if it doesn't mean the freedom of speech, of thinking, and
of ideological and religious belief to the Americans and nonAmericans as well? What kind
of freedom is this if it cannot
tolerate the existence of a
different system?
Robison says "Perhaps it is
not too late for the people of Nicaragua to free themselves from
the repressive grip of Communism" and "the Nicaraguan
people do not want the kind of
peace Communism brings."
Whether or not Nicaraguans are
repressed and whether or not
they want the kind of peace
Communism brings, we don't
know and I don't think Robison
knows. What if they don't feel
repressed and are happy under
the current government? Even
if they are repressed, let them
themselves do whatever they
want with their government and
choose whatever system they
enjoy, trust their own judgment
and that's no business of any big
fat Uncle. Nicaraguans don't
need other people to tell them
which system is good for them.
If they were oppressed, they
would have stood up and either
rebelled or overthrown their
government like what the South
Koreans and Philippines and
many other peoples have done to
their respective governments
without the interference of any
bic countries.
Robison's thinking is disturbing in that he seems to believe
that people living in a system

different from America's are
oppressed and do not have the
American style freedom, and
thus the United States should
step in and get rid of that system
no matter if people there welcome Yankees or not and no
matter how much people there
would suffer consequently.
There is an obvious absence of
respect for Nicaraguan people
and total lack of tolerance of
something different. Following
this line of thinking, he ends the
letter like a soldier going to
battle (perhaps in a Central
American country) crying these
pepping words, "I am for the
United States of America pursuing the support of freedom in Nicaragua.'' This way of thinking
may nave motivated thousands
of American soldiers to cross the
Pacific and die in an alien
land—Vietnam. History has
been enjoying repeating itself.
That's what seems disturbing to
me. The American system may
have many advantages or may
be best in the eye of some people, but that does not mean the
whole world should be Americanized. Neither does it mean
that people of all other countries
consider American system as
being the best and are willing to
give up theirs. You can pursue
your ideal of freedom, but it will
mean harms to others if you try
to impose your ideal onto others
who at best may not appreciate
it, and at worst may surfer tremendously as the result.
My advice to people like Robison is: Try to understand (by
seeing more, reading more, and
thinking more) and tolerate
anything that is different from
yours. Leave other people alone
if they have not damaged you.
You would be more human if you
could become more understanding and tolerant. The world
would enjoy much peace if people like you could change this
way of thinking.
Yan wen Xia

American Culture Ph.D Program
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Divestment backs racism
Foundation actions cloud Olscamp's anti-racism stand
By Trisha Haitz
University President Paul J.
Olscamp has affirmed and reaffirmed the University's intolerance for racism. For that, we
commend and applaud him.
But when the time comes to
turn those affirmative words
into affirmative action, the University administration's snarling and growling about racism
turns into a cowering whine.
One this issue, no leadership is
being exercised by the president
of Bowling Green State University.
Mr. Olscamp and his administrative staff contend that the
BGSU Foundation, which maintains financial investments in
several American companies
doing business in South Africa,
is an entity both separate and
distinct from the University per
se. True enough: the sole responsibility of this private foundation, administered by the
Board of Trustees, Is to solicit,
invest and distribute contributions from alumni and other private sources — in short, to sup-

Kement the University's public
nding.
But contributing alumni know,
as Mr. Olscamp knows, that
their money is donated to serve
the needs of the University itself. The distinction between
University and University
Foundation is therefore irrelevant.
How many contributors know
that their money is tainted by
investment in companies which
pay corporate taxes to the South
African government, a government that brutalizes, imprisons
and oppresses its black citizens
as a matter of public policy?
The Foundation's support of
these companies is an insult to
all people who believe in the
right of human beings to live
free. It is, equally, an insult to
Mr. Olscamp's stated policy
against racism on campus.
To tolerate American investment in South Africa is to
condone and to provide aid to the
apartheid policies of the white
South African ruling class. It indicates a willingness to ignore
oppression and to profit from it.
What is a man profited, if he
shall gain the whole world, and
lose his soul?" (St. Matthew
16:26) Surely that money can be

invested just as profitably in
socially responsible companies.
We urge the Foundation to do so
immediately, as we did a year
ago when the investments came
to light in The BG News.
The Foundation's "compromise" in May (which amends
the board's policy to permit investment in companies in South
Africa, provided they demonstrate a desire to abolish
apartheid rule) is no compromise at all. The only thing compromised by this action is the integrity of this University.
We therefore condemn the
BGSU Foundation's tacit support for a regime scorned by all
people of good conscience, and
we ask the University administration and our fellow students
to join us in calling for an end to
our support for a government
grounded in racism.
Mr. Olscamp suggests that we
have no right to criticize the actions of the BGSU Foundation.
He forgets that, as alumni, we
will soon be asked to contribute
to the Foundation ourselves. Today we cast a vote for human
rights with our conscience
alone. Tomorrow, perhaps, sizable contributions may be
guided by that conscience.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.
We welcome letters to
the editor addressing issues brought up within our
pages and beyond. They
should be typewritten,
double spaced, arid signed.
Address or OCMB mailbox
number and phone number
for verification should also
be included.
Opinions expressed on
the editorial page do not
necessarily reflect those of
the staff.
Address submissions to:
The BG News
Editorial Editor
214 West Hall

More than a hundred years
ago, Henry David Thoreau
wrote about American support
for the slave trade in Mexico. "I
quarrel not with far-off foes," he
said, "but with those who, near
at home, cooperate with and do
the bidding of those far away,
and without whom the latter
would be harmless."
That is our feeling today.
To demonstrate our personal
concerns, the Progressive Student Organization will sponsor a
public rally beginning at 11:30
a.m. Monday, Oct. 12, in the
Union Oval.
We do not expect to change the
world by this action. We may not
even change South Africa in any
measurable way. But if each
Eerson acts according to his or
er true conscience, that may be
the result.
Isn't that the kind of lesson a
real leader teaches?

Haitz is a sophomore environmental education major
from Cincinnati and is writing
representing the Progressive
Student Organization.
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Letters
Stranded riders warn
of unreliable drivers
We would like to extend a
warning to all students who opt
to get rides home with other students. Here's what happened to
us:
We each needed a ride on Sept.
11 to Alliance and on the UAO
Ride Board, we found a card by
"Kim" offering a ride to Wooster and surrounding areas. We
called to find out if we could get
a ride to Canton (a half hour
drive from Alliance). There was
a little apprehension on the part
of our would-be driver, since
Canton was out of her way, but
when we offered to pay $10 for
what is normally a $5 round-trip
ride, Kim agreed to take us the
extra distance.
She got the $20 from us as soon
as we got in the car and
Creceded to take her roommate
ome first (adding half an hour
to our drive). When we got to
Canton an hour later than expected, we were told to call Kim
on Sunday to find out when we'd
be leaving again. (She thought
she might want to wait until
Monday to leave, even though
she hadn't mentioned it when
we'd first made the arrangements).
Sunday morning at 10:30, we
began calling long distance and
received busy signals. Finally
getting through at 11:45, we
were informed that our driver
had already left for school since
we hadn't contacted her yet.
So we were stranded on a Sunday afternoon, three hours away
from school, with no money to
pay $35 each for a Greyhound
trip. We managed to find
someone who agreed to drive
from Bowling Green to Alliance
to bring us back.
Calling Kim as soon as we returned, we asked for half of our
money back and were told we
should have been mature
enough to be able to find rides
back, and that there was no way
to prove that we ever gave her
money in the first place.
Student Court referred us to
Dr. Derek Dickinson of Standards and Procedures, who
promised to look into it over two
weeks ago, but hasn't returned
any of our phone calls or written
messages since. It has become
more than obvious that he is going to be of no help to us.
So we are each out f 10, plus
the expenses of our "rescue

driver," and Kim can still advertise on the Ride Board.
Our first recommendation to
students would have been to pay
your driver half when you first
get in the car and half when you
are picked up to return, but that
still wouldn t promise a ride
back. If you don't give your
driver any money until you are
picked up to return to school,
you have a safer guarantee.
There are students offering
rides who have no moral standards above pulling a stunt like
leaving students stranded.
They're only after your money.
Sue Donovan
309 Dunbar
Michelle Peters
905 Lambert Dr.

Study lounge not
home sweet home
In response to Beth Thomas'
"Housing 'lounging' in efforts"
column:
As a housing victim of this
campus's overcrowdedness, I
sympathize with you. I am presently a freshman and living
with five other girls in a Dunbar
lounge. But if you think that not
being able to meet your friends,
THESE
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EvEft/THiuq; STATISTICS
PROBLEMS, ACCOUUTltX;
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watch television, or have floor
meetings is a real problem, try
living with five other girls!
I'm not trying to find fault
with your opinion, it's just that
we didn't ask to be put in a
lounge. We pay just as much as
everyone else, so why do we get
shafted?
The students who live in Offenhauer have to pay $124
extra to live there. So why
doesn't the campus reimburse
part of the housing fees to the
students who were forced to reside in refurnished lounges,
apartments, hotels and even
local churches. We paid just as
much as everyone else, so why
should we be penalized?
What I really fail to understand is why the campus overbooked the students who live on
campus again. It's not the first
time, but I hope that it will be
the last. This is an experience
that I hope no other incoming
freshmen will have to go
through.
It's hard enough to make the
usual college-life adjustments.
Why burden us with more problems? Trying to get along with
five other girls who all have
totally different life styles is not
very easy.
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This letter is not meant to be
taken as a cry for sympathy, but
rather to open the eyes of the
people who feel that they are at
a loss because they lack a study
lounge. So the next time the peo!ile who live in your lounge are
oud, or you're upset because
Su don't have a place to study,
thankful that you don't have
to live in a refurnished lounge.
Carrie Wodarski
400 Dunbar Hall

Commendation given
float contest sponsors
We, the men of Conklin, would
like to thank SAO/UAO (Student
Activities Organization/University Activities OrSanization) for sponsoring the
lomecoming Float Competition. We learned teamwork and
made friends while working on
our float, a float that fit the
theme of Western movies. We
would further like to thank
SAO/UAO for providing the
judges. Finally, we would like to
congratulate SAO/UAO for winning the float competition.
RichSchlitter
Conklin Hall President
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Alumna joins St. Thorn's
cal application of religion is the
most important aspect of religious education.
"You should be able to make
your faith come alive," she said.
''You must make God real In
your life."
Stout also believes strongly in
religious education for the entire
family. She emphasizes that
families who attend church
should supplement their religious enrichment at home.
"(The church staff) act only
as advisers and facilitators for
the families," she said. "Our job
is to encourage parents to take
the leadership roles to teach religion to their children. That's
where religious education needs
to be."
Stout also coordinates catechist training classes. She works
with college students who are
training to become teachers of
religion in Catholic schools or
parish programs.
Coordinating the catechist
training classes involves more
for Stout than just working with
the students. She is also responsible for contacting speakers
and organizing the format for
the weekly sessions.
Of the variety in the classes,
she said, "It takes a lot more
planning to do it this way, but we
hope to provide new insight into
religion and make it a little
more interesting for the students. We want a program that
will fit their needs.''

by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

Maria Stout Is excited to be
back in Bowling Green.
She has returned to serve as
Director of Religious Education
at St. Thomas More University
Parish after an eight-year absence from the city. And although she has only been with
the church for several months,
she said she couldn't be happier
with her decision to change jobs.
She graduated from the University in 1979 with a degree in
elementary education, spent the
next seven years teaching kindergarten and an additional
year teaching fourth grade at
Sacred Heart Catholic School in
her hometown of Fremont.
This past summer, she
received her master's degree in
educational psychology from the
University of Toledo.
"I felt a call to do more to
work with children," she said.
"There was a vitality I wanted
to be a part of, and I wanted to
share my faith more directly."
As Religious Education director, Stout is working with families who are involved in a program called Total Family. The
purpose of the program is to
teach and encourage families to
incorporate religion into their
daily lives.
Stout believes that this practiELEGANT STRETCH
L1MOS
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Despite a busy schedule, Stout
has still found time to get to
know the people she encounters
in her job. She said that interacting with these people is the part
other job she enjoys the most.
"Meeting these people has
helped me build some community with them," she said. "We
are slowly forming a bond with
each other."

Stout said that she is looking
forward to the coming year with
enthusiasm and optimism, adding that her challenge as director will be to make religious education less formal and more
fun.
"It's more relaxed than a
classroom setting," she said of
her new job. "It's sometimes
overwhelming, always exciting,
and I have met super people."

BG News/Michelle Thornewell

Maria Stout

A University graduate assistant is filing charges against a
Rudolph juvenile who struck him in the face after several high
school students broke up a party Friday, September 18.
Wally Simpson, music graduate assistant, told the Wood
County Sheriff's Department that several juveniles entered his
Rudolph apartment uninvited and harrassed one of his guests
at 11:30 p.m.
When the juveniles refused to leave the premises, Simpson
said he contacted the sheriff's department.
Before the officer arrived, one of the juveniles struck Blake
Walters, a guest of Simpson and a University music director, in
the head.
The same juvenile allegedly hit Simpson in the face.
An officer patrolling the area heara noises at the post office
and investigated the situation.
After learning the details, the officer asked Simpson if he
wanted to press charges, but Simpson said he would rather
have everyone leave.
The officer took the juveniles' names, and all but five guests
remained at the apartment.
Simpson said the juveniles returned, threw beer bottles
against the door and allegedly vanadalized Walters' vehicle.
An officer responding to the second call saw three juveniles
walking across the street away from the post office.
One juvenile fled and the other two stayed with the officer.
The officer released the two students and told them to have
the other juvenile contact him to explain why he fled.
Simpson, who now resides in Bowling Green, said he contacted the city prosector last Wednesday to file charges.
He said he can only press charges against the juvenile who
hit him because he didn't see the other students break the bottles or vandalize the vehicle.
Walters has not pressed charges against the juvenile.
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MINI-COURSES
CALLIGRAPHY MINI-COURSE:
Date:

October 19 - November 23 (Mondays)
Time: 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Place: Faculty Lounge In Union
Fee: $14.00 Payable at Sign-Up

Maximum: 12

|
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* 128 N. Main St./Downtown
*
*

*

YOUR MUSIC
LIBRARY
ON

SALE Now!
-if

Course Description:
In class practice will cover five basic lettering styles: Roman, Celtic, Gothic,
Bookhand, and Italic. Also included will be information showing calligraphy layouts
for finished work and shortcuts.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Instructor: Candace Grier

PHOTOGRAPHY MINI-COURSE:
Date:

October 21 - November 18 (Wednesdays)
Time: 7:45-8:45 p.m.
Place: Planetarium
Fee: $25.00 Payable at Sign-Up
Minimum: 8

ONLY

Maximlm: 15

$£97j

Course Description:
This course is designed for those that have 35 mm cameras and have little or no
experience in handling the camera. Topics covered include composition, lighting,
situation shooting, and others.
k

ONLY

$ 97

ONLY

5 ! $g97J

Additional Expenses: One roll of film per week plus processing costs.
HEART

MIXOLOGY MINI-COURSE:

■IMyMKyTou

J*»* Vi

Date: October 19 - November 23 (Mondays)
Time: 8:00-10:00 p.m.
Place: 302 Hanna Hall
Fee: $18.00 Payable at Sign-Up
Minimum: 20

ONLY

Maximum: 40

$ 97

6 !

Course Description:
Several aspects of mixology will be discussed. You will leam types of alcohol, liquor
laws, and bar psychology. Mixing basic drinks and glassware garnishing will also be
taught. Some drinks will be sampled, as well as several beers from around the world.
Certificates will be issued at the completion of this course.
Instructor: Mike Stemple
You must be 21 to sign-up for Mixology.
ID required at sign-up and at first class.

ONLY

$g97j

N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF
COMPACT DISCS!

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION-FOR ALL CLASSES:
SIGN-UP OCT. 5th - 16th
Sign-up in UAO office, 3rd floor Union
No refund given unless UAO cancels the mini-course or If you fall to attend the course.

THE BEATLES

B»dArtm«t»

Instructor: Ted Schultz

$1225!
COMPACT DISK

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON.-THURS. 9AM - 10PM
FRI. - SAT. 9 AM - MIDNIGHT
SUNDAYS 11AM-7PM

r
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Author tells publishing troubles
"I was living under the 'People magazine syndrome.' I
thought you made a million dollars on the first book. There's a
wonderful check-22, though. If
you're not careful, you get
debited for every one (book)
that comes back.
Bennett said his first novel's
failure was particularly costly.
"You've got to make a big
splash with the first one," he
said.
The publisher gave Bennett a
list of agents. He queried Dominick Abel, who represented
him on his second novel, "Rendezvous 2.2."
After the publication of
"Shaft-235", however, Abel left
Bennett, saying, "My agency
has grown to the point when I
can no longer effectively manage you."
"I wasn't making enough
money," Bennett said.
"When you've been published
three times, you've got a dynamite fourth in the works and
you're agent says take a hike,
that was like getting chopped off
at the ankles.
"Writing is a real crap shoot,"
he said. "You've got to get the
right writer, with the right
agent, with the right publisher,
at the right time.
"But in the end, it still boils
down to "never give up.' All I
want to do is this," he said,
pointing to his piles of unsold
books.
Because of his job, Bennett
gets up at 4 a.m. every day to

by Tim Maloney
staff reporter

University graduate Robert
Bennett sat in the University
Bookstore with 25 copies of his
new book, "Shaft-235. *
He sat for an hour and a half,
ready to sell autographed copies.
Finally, he sold one.
An employee of the bookstore
noticed the sale and asked Bennett if business was picking up.
"Yeah, 100 percent," he said.
Bennett's writing career has
been something like his autograph session.
He left the University in 1974,
"to work a year, write a screenplay, and go to Hollywood."
He wrote a screenplay that
was never accepted and had to
return home.
Bennett's first novel, "Sector-12," was rejected 22 times
before it was published.
He calls writing one of the
toughest businesses in the
world. His career has not been a
financial success, forcing him to
hold down a clerical job.
Bennett says that one of the
reasons for his dire financial
straits was his inexperience in
the writing business.
"If anyone is inclined to do
what I do, he should get an
agent," he said. "I didn't have
an agent to represent my first
work. Big mistake. Not that the
publisher is out to screw the
writer. It's business.

write.
"If I don't get up and work,
then I feel like I haven't done
anything," he said. "To me, a
writer is an apprentice for life,
and if he ever grows complacent
with his work, he's not living up
to the full potential of his gift."
Bennett is preparing a fourth
novel for submission to the William Morris Agency.

"If I can get them to pick me
up and accept me, that might be
the break."
At least one current University student hopes so. Bennett's
sister, Lee Ann, is a freshman
this year. "Shaft-235" is dedicated to her.
"When I was initially writing,
she was the only one who would
sit down and read it," he said.
Though his career hasn't won

AUTHOR

foARffBgS

"If you think what you're doing is good, don't give up. It's not
vanity, it's not ego; it's determination," he said. "Don't look
down your nose at anything that
sells. It's nice to think of it as an
art form and all that, but it's a
business."
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Her sister, also wishing to remain anonymous, said National
Guardsmen in favor of going to
Honduras may not completely
understand the situation.
"I just don't think they realize
what they're getting into," she
said.
O'Reilly and Hudson disagree.
"If we don't know what we're
getting into," O'Reilly said,
"then how does she know what
it'll be like? We are filled in
about the situation."
Hudson said the members of
his unit are also aware of any
possible dangers.
"It really doesn't bother them
to go," he said.

BG News/Mike McCune
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D Continued from page 1.
"Most of the men in my father's
unit are young family men who
have never been in a war situation before," she said.

____
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"If we adopt this program we
will be a leader in the state.
Many universities are bound to
follow," Champion said.

Guard

Robert Bennett
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The University of Minnesota
and the University of California
at Berkeley are the only two
universities in the United States
that have a program of this type.
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Now Showing:

him any awards yet, Bennett
offered advice to prospective
writers.

SHAFT-235

$3.00 OFF ANY

1093 N. Main
behind
Convenient Store

"We have two years to develop this program. At the end of
two years we must submit our
proposal to the undergraduate
council. If they approve of it, it
will then go to the faculty senate, before being put into
effect," Champion saiid.
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Blind student sheds label
by Jackie Jackson
staff reporter

With the guidance of his faithful guide dog, Sherlock, Jim Pelfrey struts across campus in his
rhythmic head-bobbin,' feetmovin' groove.

overqualitied."
-■Jim Pelfrey

Self-confidence is evident in
his stride. But Pelf rey, who was
born blind, said he was not always so confident.
"When I was younger, I was
very shy," he said.
Pelfrey said of the many experiences that have molded him,
three remain clearly in his
mind.

he said. "The other American
students were staying with families, while I was alone in the
dorms."
Pelfrey is currently working
towards a master's degree in
Mass Communication.
"It is hard," he said, "but I'll
make it."

The first change occurred during sixth grade when desegregation went into effect, bringing
new children to his school.
"I guess you could call sixth
grade 'my coming out party,' "
he said. "This gave me a new
start...I was able to open up and
show who I really was.
"Because people didn't know
me, they didn't nave opinions or
prejudices of me," he said. "My
other classmates who had
known me all six years, had
already labeled me."
Pelfrey said he believes it was
more of a change of situation
than a change of self.
"In the case of my sixth grade
change," he said, "the new students entering the school system
gave me new nope."

Besides taking a full load of
graduate classes, he is also
teaching a production class,
Radio-Televison Film 262, and
hosting his own Jazz show, "The
Cosmic Messenger and the Jazz
Pup."

He said during high school he
stayed home on the weekends,
but after his friends learned to
drive, he was included in many
social events.
"They used to say that I had
changed and it was great to see
me getting out," he said, "but it
was my surroundings that had
changed, not me. They were just
seeing me in a different atmosphere."

BG News/Rob Upton
Sherlock keeps an eye on the traffic at the corner of E. Wooster Street
and Thurstin Avenue, waiting for a safe time to lead Jim.

"... many people look at me as Jim the
blind guy, instead of Jim the individual.
For this reason, I have to be

Pelfrey said a trip to Spain in
the fall of 1985 also helped him
grow.
"Living in the dorm at the college, I had to be independent,"

He said he believes he has to
be above average to be successful.

"I wrote down five pages of
comments for the current
project in Braille," he said.
'Right now I am deciding how I
will distribute them."
He said he likes to try new
things and as he told one of his
students, "Life is not a script."
"What I mean by that is that
everyone wants to patent things,
but there are things in life that
have to be adjusted," he said.
"One thing I've learned in college is that you have to roll with
the punches and make the best
of situations.
"There are days when I spill
coffee all over my shirt, misplace my shoes and fight with

Sherlock to get on the ball," he
said. "I have to learn to control
my feelings and get on with the
day when this happens."
Pelfrey added that Sherlock
knows just as well as he does
about adjustments. "At first it
was rough," he said, "Sherlock
is very opposite from me. I am
laid back, vet intense, while
Sherlock is laid back and low
key. He is a good match for me
because when I get frustrated,
he remains calm.
"Last year during finals
week," he said, "I was acting
crazy. Sherlock took it in and
went to the bedroom and laid
down.
"If we were alike we would
clash," he said. "We would be
running into trees and wouldn't
get anywhere."
Pelfrey is not sure exactly
what the future will hold for
him.
"Just proving I can function in
society just like anyone else
makes me hapt
he said.
"Maybe after I fi
my masters, I will go for a Ph.D.

"This is because many people
look at me as Jim the bund guy,
instead of Jim the individual,"
he said. "For this reason, I have
to be overqualified."
He said his sister, who is also
visually impaired, and he are
the first generation of college
graduates in their family.
"I bet they never thought we
would be the ones," he said.
In the class Pelfrey teaches,
each day is a challenge.
"Teaching is great," he said.
"I try to schedule interesting
things to get the class motivated. Just today I brought a
video to class to demonstrate
good interviewing techniques."
The class responded well to
this, he said.
Pelfrey grades the production
assignments himself.
He said he has a friend who
reads them to him, but the notes
are all his.

..
..,
BG News/Rob Upton
Jim and his assistant go over some coursework in his office while Sherlock takes a nap. The assistant reads from his books while Jim types it
out on his brail typewriter.

n LIMITED
SUPPLV REMAINS
STUDENTS, HAVE YOU PURCHASED
YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS YET?
IF YOU HAVEN'T, CONSIDER THIS:
• It costs only $24 and can be used
for football, hockey, and basketball games.
Save up to 67%.
• It can be charged to your Bursar's
account for your convenience.
• It may be the only way to see
a hockey game !

ONLY $24.00

Is an organization that is designed TO PROMOTE
RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS ABOUT DRINKING AND
DRIVING

To order or pick up your Pass go to the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office. Be sure to have your Student I.D.
EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX LX

Sigma Chi Fraternity
announces its fall 1987
active members
Dave Bednarski
Steven Callistis
Chris Cheuvront
Doug Chorpenning
Todd DeRosa
Jeff Farthing
Dave Herrick
Patrick Warren

Kevin Horten
Eddie Kozaveric
Shawn Maguire
Paul Reider
Ken Rider
Allen Schubert
Steven Schuerle

Congratulations!
EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX

nvrnlVi began in March of 1985 when two
university students were killed by a drunk driver two
months before they were supposed to graduate. It is
now a campus wide organization made up of eight
committees with a prospective 100 members.
Never Again is not against drinking. We do not support
prohibition. The decision to drink is an individual choice
but when a drunk person gets behind the wheel all of us
can be affected.
THINK OF YOUR BEST FRIEND. NOW THINK OF
YOUR BEST FRIEND, DEAD! That's what can happen
when someone, anyone drives drunk.
HOW CAN YOU HELP? Come to the organizational
meeting TONIGHT AT 8 p.m. IN ROOM 110 BA
or call Jeffrey Fix at 352-9564 after 9 p.m.

RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS ABOUT
DRINKING AND DRIVING
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Counseling offered Blotter
Campus Police.

The Well' helps students in stressful times
byBarbWeadock
reporter

Late nights, early classes, lack of proper eattag habits and the stress that comes from being
away from home for perhaps the first time are
some of the unpleasant factors of student life.
But stress and uneasiness about a new environment are two negative factors of campus life
that can be controlled.
Information and peer counseling are available at the Student Wellness Center, nicknamed
"The Well." It is free of charge to University
students and is located at the Student Health
Center.
"We have six different dimensions we consider as wellness: physiological, emotional,
spiritual, social, intellectual and occupational.
That's what we deal with," said peer consultant
Ljsa Hughes, a senior psychology major.
"We deal a lot with stress. We get a lot of calls
from freshmen who are stressed about classes
and being away from home," she said.
Hughes said many freshmen are faced with
these problems, but only a small percentage of
them call The Well for help.

City Police.

Da vid Koch of Chagrin Falls pleaded guilty to criminal trespass
in a court hearing yesterday. Campus service officers saw Koch and
a companion on the roof of the Eppler Complex Friday night and
called police. Koch told police he had met a girl at a downtown bar
and she had wanted to talk with him alone. The couple allegedly entered an unlocked door and climbed out a third floor window onto the
roof. The girl fled when the officers arrived. Koch told police he did
not know her name and had never seen her before that night. Koch
was sentenced $85 court costs and is on probation through September 31,1968. His probation stipulates that he must not be caught for
disorderly conduct or criminal trespassing.
□Police arrested Victor Carbile of Toledo early Saturday morning
for possession of marijuana. The subject fell asleep in the complainant s car in Lot A after locking all the doors. The Keys were still in
the car. The complainant called police to get into his car. Officers
found a knife on the car floor, smelled marijuana in the interior and
found a "baggy sticking out" of the subject s pocket, containing the
marijuana, police said.
A fire erupted on the fourth floor of Life Science Building Saturday due to a faulty air conditioner. The air conditioner overheated
and dispensed smoke throughout the building. No Injuries resulted,
police 3aid. Three windows were broken to ventilate the area. Total
costs of the damage has not yet been determined.
A woman reported being almost struck by a ieep while walking
on a sidewalk between West and Prout Halls Friday night. The jeep
headed towards her and turned away at the last second, going east
on Wooster St., police said. The incident is still under investigation.
DA complainant reported the theft of an auto equalizer, auto timing light and two speakers from his vehicle in Lot 6 Saturday. The
vehicle, left unattended for 5 days, had been locked. The missing
items were valued at $190.

"I think people are afraid they are the only
ones, so they won't call," Hughes said. She also
said women are more apt to call The Well than
men
Tammy Gocial, coordinator of The Well, said
getting students to call The Well when they need
help is a problem.
"I think the biggest thing is they're not aware
of where we ere and what we do," Gocial said.
"Mostly we get calls on time and stress management, physical health and birth control."
The Well is equipped to give students information on stress management, weight control,
alcohol abuse and other aspects of student
health.
"We're mostly a referral service. We can call
for information or give them a name so they
feel more comfortable," Hughes said. "It's
someplace you can call and tell them what's
wrong with you, and they can tell you the best
The Well has a Compute-A-Llfe system that
will project the life expectancy of an individual
by evaluating factors such as drinking, smoking and other health-related Items. The purpose
of the system is to educate students bow to live
a long and healthy life, Hughes said.

DA complainant of 516 E.
Merry Ave. reported Saturday
that someone took her 14-karat
gold diamond necklace during
her party between 9 p.m. and
midnight. The necklace, valued
at $300, was in a box on top of her
dresser.
□A subject was arrested for
breaking a postal vehicle's
window at Wright's Sunoco, 1530
E. Wooster St., Saturday at 2:29
a.m. Steven Heidlebaugh, 304
Oliver St., McComb, admitted to
breaking the window with his
hand after having been advised
of his rights.
DA vehicle towed by Stadium
View Sunoco, 1530 E. Wooster
St, was found vandalized by its
owner Saturday at 7:58 p.m. The
battery cables had been cut, and
the battery and starter had been
removed. The vehicle had been
towed as a result of an accident.
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"Nightly at 7:30 & 9:30"

Marlene Watts, freshman pharmacy major, sits on her car reading a
book for her History 152 class. The car, parked in the commuter lot
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behind the heating plant at the west end of campus, was locked and
she was waiting for her husband to arrive with the keys.

Rick Metz, Builder

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Bond Updates

on BG 5

Thursday - Saturday
October 1-3

SUNDAY NIGHT GEORGIA PEACH TRIO
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

Special Offer
On Campus
October 1 - October 16
ONLY
BASIC SERVICE
*A Price Installation ($10.00)
FREE Service Until Oct. 20
HBO PREMIUM
Free Installation
Free Service Until Oct. 20
BONUS
Up to $2.00 Value free at
Steve's Ice Cream

Wood Cable TV
118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352-8424

Office Hours
8:00 am - 5:30 pm
Monday - Friday
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Manila tanks CIA book called ficticious
protect city
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Soldiers backed by tanks encircled
Manila yesterday to block any further attempt to topple President
Corazon Aquino, but they withdrew after the military said no mutineers tried to enter the city.
Col. Emiliano Templo. chief of staff of the Capital Regional Command, said hundreds of battle-ready soldiers and marines rushed to
the edge of the city late Tuesday afier receiving reports "that rebel
soldiers were coming to Manila."
But Templo said Brig. Gen. Ramon Montano, commander of a new
"anti-coup force, ordered the troops back to the barracks about 18
hours later after no mutineers showed up.
Aquino was swept to power in February 1986 in a "people's power"
uprising that deposed President Ferdinand Marcos, who had ruled
for 20 years.
Yesterday's alert came nearly five weeks after a bloody Aug. 28
coup attempt. At least S3 people were killed in the military mutiny
and hundreds wounded, including Aquino's only son, Benigno III.
The latest coup scare set in motion a chain of rumors about "unauthorized troop movements" that highlighted command and control problems within the divided, poorly trained armed forces.
Templo said constabulary troops at a roadblock southeast of Manila intercepted 37 soldiers heading for Manila in private passenger
jeeps. Constabulary sources said the soldiers said they were traveling to military headquarters to complain about an officer who
"treated them like animals."
Intelligence sources at Camp Olivas. the Constabulary headquarters for central Luzon, said the alert followed reports that the leader
of the Aug. 28 coup attempt had joined forces with three other renegade officers for a new strike on the capital.

Reagan urging
Bork approval
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan, fighting to
keep his Supreme Court nomination of Robert Bork alive, yesterday urged the Senate to ignore a campaign of disinformation and distortion"
against the conservative jurist.
He did not say whom he was
accusing of such a campaign.
Reagan, in a speech to supporters at the White House complex, said his nominee represents the mainstream of U.S.
legal thought, and he hotly disputed the idea that Bork is a radical who would upset the balance of the court.
"I do not believe the United
States Senate will succumb to allowing the special interests to
choose Supreme Court members," Reagan said.
The president, in the latest in
a series of speeches designed to
counter recent polls that have
shown the public is turning
against Bork, argued that those

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan, after telee" mine the widow of CIA DirecWifliam Casey to offer his
support, yesterday denounced
as "an awful lot of fiction" a
book that says Casey arranged
for a Middle Eastern assassination attempt.
The president, in an exchange
with reporters, also said he did
not and would not authorize any
assassination attempts and does
not believe Casey undertook any
covert operations without his
knowledge as related in the book
by Bob Woodward.

Woodward, an assistant managing editor of The Washington
Post, said in an interview published yesterday by the Los Angeles Times that his hospital
meeting with Casey, in which he
described Casey as indicating he
had known about the diversion
of Iranian arms sale profits to
Nicaraguan rebels, was "not 100
percent conclusive."
"On the reporter level, I don't
have evidence. I have a nod,"
Woodward said. "I would not
describe Casey as completely
lucid."
Woodward's four-minute hospital interview with Casey, disAUTO SPECIALS
GOOD NOW THRU
SATURDAY.
OCTOBER 3.
1M7

opposed to the nomination had
twisted Bork's record and misinterpreted his writings as a
legal scholar.
"Judge Robert Bork will enrich and invigorate that court
and the Constitution it guards,'"
Reagan said.
"Let us insist that the Senate
not give in to noisy, strident
Eressures and ... not be swayed
y a deliberate campaign of disinformation and distortion,"
Reagan said.

closed in his new book, "Veil:
The Secret Wars of the CIA,
1981-1987," has brought denials
from Casey's widow, Sophia.
Mrs. Casey said Sunday,
"That is untrue. It's a lie. He
never got in to see my husband."

Woodward reports in the book
that Casey circumvented normal CIA channels and personally arranged for three covert
operations, including an assassination attempt that went awry
and resulted in the death of 80
people when a car bomb exWoodward said he was barred Bloded in a Beirut suburb on
from visiting Casey on Jan. 22,
larch 8,1985.
but was admitted on a later ocThe object of the alleged ascasion.
sassination attempt was Sheikh
Mohammed Hussein Fadlallah,
White House spokesman Mar- the leader of a Shiite Moslem
tin Fitzwater said Reagan tele- faction known as the "Party of
Bturned Mrs. Casey, who lives in God."
oslyn, N.Y., Monday night.
"He called her to offer his supWoodward also says that
port," Fitzwater said.
Casey's deputy, John McMahon,
Reagan was asked about opposed the operation on
Woodward's allegations after a grounds that Reagan had issued
ceremony in the White House an" executive order expressly
Roosevelt Room, where he cele- forbidding assassination.
brated the administration's priReagan, asked if he had
vatization of government loans. signed a directive that led to the
At the ceremony, the president deaths in Beirut, said, "No. And
received a mock-up of a $3.45 bil- I have a copy of the measure
lion check, representing profits that I signed.
from the sale of government
"It was nothing but that we
loan portfolios.
were all approving a plan requested of us by the government
"I think that there's an awful of Lebanon to help them encounlet of fiction about a man who ter terrorism," he said. "Never
was unable to communicate at would I sign anything that would
all and is now being quoted as if authorize an assassination. I
he were doing nothing but talk never have and I never will and I
his head off," the president said. didn't."

m

When asked whether Casey
carried out any covert operations without his knowledge,
Reagan first said, "Not that I
know of" and then said, "No, I
think I did know, and there are a
lot of things he's being charged
with right now. ... And I don't
think any of them have a basis in
fact."
Former CIA Director Stansfield Turner, interviewed on
ABC's "Good Morning America," said Woodward "did the
country a lot of harm in this
book by disclosing techniques of
collecting intelligence and by
hurting relations between the
United States and other countries through the exposures of
things we did to those countries."
Among other things, the book,
which went on sale this week,
says the United States authorized the bugging of the late
Shah of Iran's hospital room
while he was in this country, had
a spy on the Polish General Staff
during President Reagan's first
term in office, received information from a senior Indian
official on Soviet weapons supplied to that country, and had
extensive spy sources in the Egyptian government.

UTO
WORKS
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS

Discount Place for Auto Parts.:

"We will not be satisfied with
allowing special interests to
determine the qualifications to
serve on our country's highest
court," he added.
Earlier, Reagan took issue
with Sen. Alan Cranston's prediction that the Supreme Court
nominee is "licked.
"I'm very optimistic," Reagan told reporters. "I think
common sense will prevail and
they will realize he s the best
choice in the market today for
that post."

Special Post-Off
12 pk. Cans: Bud - Bud Light - Coors - Miller - Lite
6 pk. NR: Miller - Lite - Miller Draft
Cold Wine - 24 Returnables • Wine Coolers - Suitcases

Sun Country Wine Coolers

2 liter btl. $3.99,

Coke, Coke Classic & Sprite 2 liter btl.

99*

Ruffles Potato Chips

6Vi oz. pkg. 99*

Ice

8lb bag.

75*

Racketeers
434 E. wooster

352-7815
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1988 MISS OHIO USA* PAGEANT"

NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
If you are an applicant who qualifies and are
between the ages of 17 and under 25 by
February I, 1968. never married and at least a
six month resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be Ohio's
representative at the CBS-nationally televised
Miss USA* Pageant In February to compete for
L' M Hat
over 1175,000 In cash and prizes The Miss Ohio
USA* Pageant for 1968 will be presented In the
Grand Ballroom of the Marriott North Hotel In
Columbus. Ohio. November 27, 28 and 29.
1987. The new Miss Ohio USA* along with her
expense paid trip to compete In the CBS
nationally televised Miss USA* Pageant, will
receive a i 1,000 cash scholarship and wl II select
a 11,000 wardrobe among her many prizes. All
Hallla BotuMll
girts Interested In competing for the title must
Mlaa Ohio OSA* 19*7 write to:
§1988 Mlaa Ohio U8A* Pageant
c/o Trl-SUte Headquarter* - Dept. CA,
347 Locuit Avenue, Washington, PA 13301.
{
(Phone 412/223-3343)
*
Application Deadline It October 17 th. 1987. :'J
Lettera MUST Include a recent anapahot. -ft
*
brief biography and phone number.
%
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Iran hits Greek vessel Biden undermined
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — An Iranian gunboat
attacked a Greek tanker in the southern Persian
Gulf early yesterday, as a convoy of U.S. warship
and a Kuwaiti tanker headed out through the
waterway, marine salvage executives said.
The 38,689-ton Koriana sent a distress signal
shortly after midnight saying it had been attacked by missiles" about 50 miles north of Abu
Dhabi, the executives said. There were no casualties and the ship planned to anchor nearby, the executives said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
It was not clear how close the U.S.-escorted convoy was to the site of the attacked tanker. The convoy was in the central gulf Tuesday, the Pentagon
said, declining to give an exact location.
About 50 miles east of the Greek tanker. British
mine sweepers were searching waters off Dubai
for explosives believed planted by Iran. The U.S.
assault carrier Guadalcanal and its eight RH-53D
Sea Stallion helicopter mine sweepers worked farther to the north.
Lloyd's Shipping Intelligence in London confirmed the attack on the Koriana and said the ship's
agent was Lykiardopulo and Co., Ltd. of London.
There were no estimates of damage, but shipSiing executives said the missiles did not cause a
ire.
Iraq attacks ships in the gulf to curtail Iranian
oil exports. Iran retaliates with raids on neutral
shipping, saying that if its commerce is not safe
other shipping will not be either. The foes have attacked scores of ships since the seven-year-old
Iran-Iraq war spilled into the gulf in 1984.
The 10th U.S.-escorted convoy, made up of the
guided-missile frigate USS Hawes and the
46,723-ton tanker Gas Prince, left Kuwait in the
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northern gulf Monday and was in the central gulf
Tuesday, said Pentagon spokesman Fred Hoffman
in Washington.
The convoy's trip, which normally lasts two to
three days, could lake longer because of the discovery of the suspected mine field off Dubai, said a
U.S. source, speaking on condition of anonymity.
The United States agreed last summer to ref lag
and provide U.S. Navy escorts to 11 Kuwaiti tankers to protect them from attack by Iran, which
considers Kuwait an ally of Iraq.
Traffic was being diverted or was at a standstill
in the shipping channel north of Dubai as captains
heeded warnings of the mine threat issued by the
Navy, the Dubai Port Authority and Lloyd's Shipping Intelligence Unit.
Hoffman said tankers were being warned away
from the area as a precaution, but the threat of
mines may have been exaggerated.
"Three possible mines were sighted Sunday by
the Navy destroyer Kidd and its anti-submarine
helicopter about 15 miles north of Dubai," he said.
"But... we have no concrete evidence that there
are any mines there." he said.
Iraq said its warplanes attacked a ship off Iran
Tuesday and bombed a weapons factory near Tehran, a power plant near the Iran-Soviet border and
an oil pumping station in the south.
Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency
said a number of people were killed in air raids on
its cities, and in Iraqi shelling of the southern cities
of Khorramshahr and Aba dan.
Iran said its artillery shelled the Iraqi city of
Iraq.

NATIONAL BRAND SALE

25% OFF

off Lovl®
off Sasson
off Jordache"
Off Logistix "
off Sergio Valente®
off Loo®
off Weekends®
off Saturdays®
off Rolfs®
Off Playboy"
off Pier Connection™
off Rush®
off Bugle Boy®
off Dingo™ Boots
off Charm™ step Shoes
off Dear Foam™ Slippers
off Tourister® Luggage
off Samsonite® Luggage
off Jordache® Luggage
off Palmetto® Jeans
off Baronet™
off Byer™ Blouses and Skirts
off Eber Blouses
off Pulsar® Watches
off Timex® Watches
off Adidas'" and Converse® Shoes
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BOWLING GREEN SUNDAY 12-5

Come Have A 3hs. With
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Dukakis refuses to fire manager for sabotage
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Michael Dukakis announced yesterday that his campaign manager was the source of an "attack video" that helped undermine the presidential campaign
of Sen. Joseph Biden.
The campaign official, John
Sasso, offered to resign over the
incident, but Dukakis said he refused to fire his top political
operative. Sasso, 40, earlier served as campaign manager for
former Rep. Geraldine Ferraro
when she was the 1984 Democratic vice presidential nominee.
On Monday, Dukakis denied a
published report that his camr" n was involved, saying that
had no knowledge of his
camp's involvement and did not
believe his staff was responsible.
Biden dropped out of contention for the 1988 Democratic
presidential nomination after
acknowledging he plagiarized a
paper in law school, borrowed
loo heavily from the speeches of
other politicians and misrepresented his academic credentials.
The Delaware senator is
chairman of the Judiciary
Committee and was at the confirmation hearings on Supreme
Court nominee Robert Bork in
Washington when Dukakis made
his statement.
Dukakis, U.S. Rep. Richard

Gephardt of Missouri, Sens. Albert Gore of Tennessee and Paul
Simon of Illinois and former
Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt are
still in the running, and civil
rights activist Jesse Jackson is
expected to formally announce
his candidacy next month.
The video, sent to The New
York Times, The Register of
Des Moines, Iowa, and "NBC
News", juxtaposed a Biden
campaign speech with a speech
by British politican Neil Kinnock, showing similarities between the two.
"Tuesday afternoon, at 4 p.m.,
I had a visit from John Sasso,
who informed me he was the
Srson responsible for providing
ose tapes," Dukakis told reporters yesterday at a hastily
called Statehouse news conference.
Dukakis said that he seriously
considered accepting Sasso's
resignation. But calling the incident "a very, very serious error
in judgment," Dukakis said he
nevertheless decided to keep Sasso on board.
"Although I had no knowledge
of this as a candidate in this
campaign, I accept full responsibility for it," a grim Dukakis
said. I'm running for the presidency, not against anybody."
Sasso, who did not attend Dukakis' news conference, will be
taking a leave of absence for

several weeks, according to the
governor.
Attempts to reach Sasso at
Dukakis campaign headquarters were unsuccessful. A cameaign staffer said he was at
eadquarters, but was not
commenting on the incident.
Dukakis said that he spoke by
telephone to Biden yesterday
and expressed his regrets.
On Monday, Dukakis faced
reporters to respond to a report
in Time" magazine that quoted
sources as saying the Dukakis
campaign was responsible for
sending out the video. At that
time, Dukakis said: "We have
no knowledge of it. We don't believe it happened. We would be
astonished if somebody —
whether a volunteer or otherwise—did it."
Sasso, the governor's chief secretary before resigning early
this year to become his campaign manager, is a veteran of
bruising pohtical races both on
the state and national levels. He
was Dukakis' top campaign official in the governor s victory
over former Gov. Edward King,
who had defeated Dukakis in his
first bid for a second term.
He also worked for Ferraro in
1984, and for Sen. Edward Kennedy's presidential campaign
against then-President Jimmy
Carter in 1980.
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News Briefs

Tip: Better pay for servers

Murderer sentenced
HAMILTON (AP) - A man
convicted of fatally shooting a
woman, cutting off her legs
and dumping them near a
rural Indiana church was
sentenced yesterday to at
least 61 years in prison on
several charges.
John Lee Fryman, 24, must
serve a minimum of 36 years
before he is eligible for parole, according to assistant
Butler County prosecutor
Dan Eichel.

CINCINNATI (AP) — A Cincinnati businessman fed up with leaving tips for restaurant waiters and waitresses has started a
movement to try to get food servers paid
better wages so the system of tipping can be
eliminated.

The sentences by Butler
County Common Pleas Judge
John Moser were in line with
the recommendations last
week by the jury that convicted Fryman of the Feb. 9
murder of Cincinnati waitress Monica Lemen and the
Feb. 11 attempted murder of
tas station attendant Tammy
ue Rose. The jurors declined
to recommend a death sentence for Fryman, of Fairfield, for the slaying of Lemen.

Dick Busemeyer, founder of a group
called Wages and Not Tips, has printed
cards that he has left in restaurants from
Cincinnati to England, where he has gone on
trips. The cards explain what he believe is
wrong with tipping.
"It used to be, tipping was something you
did for service above and beyond the call of
duty," said Busemeyer, 63, who owns two

Writers watched by FBI
NEW YORK (AP) —
Ernest Hemingway, Tennessee Williams, Norman Mailer
and dozens of other American
authors were placed under
FBI surveillance because of
writings or activities deemed
subversive, according to two
magazine articles.
Herbert Mitgang, writing in
"The New Yorker", and
Natalie Robins, whose article
appears in "The Nation",
based the articles on FBI files
they obtained separately

under the Freedom of Information Act.
Mitgang's article in the
Oct. 5 issue said writers
under surveillance by the FBI
included John Steinbeck, accused of tarnishing the
nation's image, and Truman
Capote, deemed a supporter
of the Cuban revolution.
Mitgang concluded that
"apparently the practice (of
surveillance) is continuing."
An FBI spokesman denied the
charge.

'Change' for a dollar
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
move is afoot to replace the $1
bill with a coin, despite the
failure of the Susan B. Anthony dollar coin, which was introduced in 1979.
Advocates of the changeover say it would reduce
Sovemment spending, hold
own the cost of vending-

machine products, aid the
visually handicapped and
remove hidden costs of what
they call the outmoded dollar
bill.

Legislation was introduced
Tuesday to begin minting a
new coin dollar that would be
"gold in color" but made of 90
percent copper.
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Cincinnati-area beer and wine stores.
"These days, a tip is expected no matter
what kind of service you get. They might as
well put the tip on the check."
Busemeyer estimated he has left behind
about 100 of the cards. He has yet to hear
from a waiter or waitress on the topic.
"But I'm anxious to hear what they
think," Busemeyer said. "Because. I'm really their ally. I m trying to help those who
have to depend on the kindness of strangers
for their incomes. Because in the long run,
they'll be paid fair wages."
The unsuspecting food server who waits on

Busemeyer and finds his card opens it to
read a message that asks the reader not to
be offended.
"It's unfair to underpaid employees who
must depend on degrading themselves for
tips," the message says. "It's unfair to consumers who are made to feel that tipping is
necessary. It's unfair to government — all of
us — because taxes are often not paid on tips
received."
The message concludes with the suggestion that the food server make a demand of
the boss for wages.
"Tell him you don't want handouts," the
card says. "Tell him you want a paycheck."

Sports
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BG disarms
Musketeers
by Andy Woodaid
sports reporter

itside hitter Jennifer Russell battles lor net supremacy
. Horan (13) and Kim Schwacht(|en in last night's

BGN«WI MlkrMcCunmatch at Anderson Arena Ihe Falcons easily defeated the Musketeers in
three lames. I^O. lr>t>. 15 3.

NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA
Eight student organizations each select one student member to the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students Interested in being considered
for selection to ACGFA may contact one of the organizations listed below. The
selection process will be completed by Friday October 23 1987.
Black Student Union
Commuter Off-Campus Organization
Latino Student Union
Resident Student Association

Third World Graduate Association
Women for Women
World Student Association
Panhellenic Council

The Xavier volleyball team,
armed with its 'muskets', marched into Bowling Green to face
the Falcons.
However, the Musketeers
quickly found out they weren't
armed nearly heavily enough as
BG destroyed XU 1M,15-6, 15-3,
last night in Anderson Arena.
The win upped the Falcons record to 11-4, while XU fell to a
meager 1-7.
BG dominated every statistical aspect of the game, outgunning the Musketeers in hitting
Eercentage, kills, serving,
locking and digging.
Falcon outside hitter Jennifer
Russell said her team took the
court with the idea of ending the
game quickly.
"I thought we played awesome," she said. "We went out
there with a quick and aggressive style and decided to get
'em. And we did it."
However, XU coach Martin
Weisenbarger said his team
might have lost the match before it even began. He said his
team became intimidated after
watching the Falcons warm-up.
"There was no reason to get
beat this bad," he said. "I
thought we might lose 10,10,10,
but I didn't think we would get
beat like this.
"We really shouldn't have
shown up. We should have
.ttayed In Cincinati and phoned
in the score. I'm very disappointed."

On the offensive, the Falcons
pounded out 29 kills and only 3
errors in 55 attempts for an outstanding .473 hitting percentage.
Meanwhile, XU was only able to
muster 13 kills while committing
16 errors in 51 attempts for a
-.058 percentage.
Individually, BG placed five
players at or over the .500 mark,
including Russell (.571), Lynne
Nibert (.571), Kelley Ellett
(.545) and Lori Rembe (.500).
Michelle Daley and Sherry
Chatel were the only Musketeers
with a positive percentage.
Popovich also bumped out 19
assists, while XU setter Kim
Schwachtgen had 11 assists.
At the net, the Falcons had 22
total blocks, led by Nibert with
five total. XU managed only two
block assists in the entire
match.
On defense, BG had 26 digs to
the Musketeers 23. Russell (seven digs), Nibert (six) and Ellett (five) paced the Falcons,
while XU's Kathy Kalb had
eight to lead her team.
In addition, BG served 16
aces, including a game high five
by Ellett, and only three receiving errors. XU had only three
service aces and a whopping 16
receiving errors.
Williamson said the Falcons
serving was one of the reasons
for the quick win.
"Our serving was real tough,"
she said. "Because of that they
made a lot of poor passes and
their setter seemed to be real
inexperienced. She received a
lot of passes where she normally
wouldn't and that hurt them."

White crosses picket line
Johnny "Lam" Jones.
Also expected to cross the picket lines this week
were running back Tony Dorsett, one of the most
outspoken pro-union members of the team, and defensive end Ed Jones. Both received letters from
Cowboys management saying they would jeopardize their annuities if they didn't show up.
Danny White informed the rest of the team during a meeting on Monday that because of financial
eroblems he would have to cross the picket line
iter in the week and return to work.

IRVING. Texas IAP) — Dallas quarterback
Danny White crossed the picket line of striking
Cowboys players yesterday, saying his reasons for
ioing ao are strictly private."
White, woo -oat S4S.D00 last week when he hon>r-d die players Jtnke, slipped across the picket
one at 7 38 a.m. as it was formed by late-arriving
itnkers.
White joined veterans Randy White and Don
Smerek. Also in the Cowboys' camp are two
players off the injured reserve, Chris Duliban and
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Scribes 'sport' bad reputation
by Marc Delph
sports columnist

Why is it sports writers seem to fall on the
same social plane as garbage men and former PTL leaders?
Not that I have anything against garbage
men. But even they were recently ,rupEl" to the title of sanitary engineers.
writers will always be sports writers,
igmore.
So as a member of this much-maligned
group, I am here to dispell some of the rumors and stereotypes.
Oscar Madison, who made sloppiness an
art form in the television series ''Odd Couple," set the standard by which all future
sports writers would be judged. Madison
was unkept from his sneakers to his New
York Yankees cap.
Unfortunately, this stereotype holds true
for many sports writers. But is it fair to
judge a person by the wrinkled shirt on his
back or the stain on his tie? Or that he'd
rather see the NFL strike settled before the
Persian Gulf crisis? Or that he even knows
anything about the Persian Gulf situation?
Except that maybe the score is: U.S. 1, Iran
0.
Oscar Madison was a hard-working, dedicated sports writer. That's what I got out of
that series. That's the image I'd like readers
to have when they walk away from this col-

Browns to
hold clinic
on Sunday
BEREA, Ohio (AP) Cleveland Browns quarterback Gary Danielson.
concerned about conflicts
that might arise if striking
players picket Sunday's
NFL replacement games,
said yesterday Out many
of the striking Browns
would instead hold a free
football clinic Sunday
afternoon.
'1 personally don't feel
comfortable with the idea
of trying to disrupt football
games.
Following a workout
striking players at Ba__
win-Wallace College. "I
believe in picketing with
dignity, as I believe most
of our players have."
Danielson came no with
the clinic idea after NFL
Players Association director Gene Upshaw said
striking players would try
to prevent the strike
games from being played.

umn.
Another stereotype is that sports writers
are arrogant, obnoxious and out to rub people the wrong way. Enter Slap Maxwell, the
star character of the new series' 'The Slap
Maxwell Story."
This guy is a "slap" in the face of sports
writers everywhere. Not only is Maxwell a
poor dresser (we'll touch on that later), but
he is absolutely tactless.

Commentary
Take the first episode last week:
"I'm a sports writer, I have to step on
some toes sometimes," Maxwell said in an
interview with an oversized golfer. "I hear
rumors that a bunch of homosexual coke
freaks have infiltrated professional golf.
Don't I have to check on those rumors?"
After Slap was floored by the golfer, he
continued: "When did you realize you were
gay?"
That's a question for the National Enquirer, not a professional journalist of any
kind. Not even a sports writer.
Slap also believes he is the best writer
ever. When reminded he never won the Pulitzer prize, Slap said: "Shoulda won. Woulda won if I'd remembered to mail in the en-

try form."
Then there's Maxwell's attire. Why is Slap
dressed in a trench coat and fedora hat when
the rest of the reporters at his newspaper
are nattily attired in 80s-type clothes? Why
don't the writers of the show go all the way
and put a little "Press" badge in his hat?
Oscar Madison was more in tune than Slap
Maxwell.
And while we're on the subject of out-ofdate, newspaper reporters do not type their
stories on typewriters anymore. Slap's
typewriter was one of those old black things.
Like it just came down off of Walton's Mountain or something.
There is a new generation of sports writer
hitting the beat these days. They go out and
get the job done to the best of their ability;
they are dressed well when the occasion
calls for it and don't go out, shovel in hand,
looking to dig up dirt. When a controversial
subject arises, today's sports writer brings
home just the facts.
Today's sports stories are a little flashy,
sometimes humorous and never as drawn
out as those of yesteryear when, for example, a football game was written as a tug-owar in an ultimate battle of man versus
man, and so on. It's a football game. Plain
and simple.
Today, a sports writer will cover a game
and write a simple summary of the events.
Then they will fade to the back of the press
box for hotdogs and beer.

Irish edge hooters
Notre Dame plays head games in 2-1 win
by Al Franco

sports reporter
The Bowling Green soccer
team may have lost the war
Tuesday, but they did win the
battles — mental battles, that is.
The Irish defeated the Falcons
2-1 in overtime and raised their
record to
10-0-1, while
BG dropped to
7-2.
ND tried to
employ
psychological
w a
against
Fa"

coming on the
field late, and Aleric
taking the liberty of an extra
break at halftime.
Nevertheless, BG players and
head coach Gary Palmisano say
they weren't psyched-out.
'1 was really proud of our
kids," Palmisano said. "Any-

thing that I say negatively
(about ND's tactics) is sour
grapes. There are no excuses.
We nave to rise above this, and I
felt comfortable with the way
our kids reacted to the elements."
BG made a stand of its own before the match even started. ND
waited in the locker room for a
long time before the game. Instead of waiting for them on the
field, the Falcons went back into
their locker room. When the
game finally did get underway,
an estimated one-half hour after
the presumed game time, BG
was equal to tne task as the
score was tied 0-0 at halftime.
The Irish again seemed to
stall at halftime. Instead of the
taking the normal 10-minute
break, 20 minutes elapsed before the start of the second-half.
This action didn't seem to phase
BG as they responded by scoring
the first goal of the match.

Senior forward Steve Aleric
intercepted a pass which ND
goalkeeper Dan Lyons tried to
make to his left wing-back.
Aleric kicked the ball by Lyons
at the 62:13 mark to give the
Falcons a 1-0 lead.
"I feel that they tried to play a
lot of psychological games to get
us off of our game, but that
didn't affect us." Aleric said.
"When we took the lead, they
kept coming. Their hard work
hurt us more than the psychological games."
The hard work paid off for ND
as they tied the score at 68:25
when midfielder Bruce McCourt
beat Falcon goalie Mickey
Loescher. The game remained
deadlocked after regulation
time and went into overtime.
At 9:23 of the first OT period,
ND forward Joe Sternberg tallied the game winner.
BG will defend its Soccer Cup
title when they host Iona and
Alabama A&M at Mickey Cochrane Field Saturday.

BGSU Theatre presents

BRIGHTON
BEACH
MEMOIRS

Cash & Carry Specials
Flowers Anywhere with

F.T.D.
Medium Stem Roses $5.00/doz
Select Carnations
$3.50/doz
Helium Filled Mylar $3.00 each
Balloons

352-2002

with Los Lobos & Little Steven
Tuesday, October 6
Q
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Clemens wins 19th game
NEW YORK (AP) — Roger Clemens pitched his major leagueleading sixth shutout and won his 19th game last night to lead the
Boston Red Sox to a 7-0 triumph over the New York Yankees.
Clemens, 19-9, struck out 13, giving him eight games this season of
10 or more strikeouts, and won for the 11th time in his last 13 decisions.
*************************************
*
— • i
*
COUPON

THCJRSDAY-LADIE'S
NIGHT All Male Review
Featuring - Wesley & Co.
DOORS OPEN AT 7.00 19 and over
Good for one FREE ADMISSION for 10/1/87 (S3.00 value)

********* *****************************

One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $H988
Motor Coach Tour $39.50

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You mutt be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Round trip leaving from Student Union
Belkin preferred seating & refreshments on board
Price Includes: Concert tickets, bus & refreshments

C onaratuiationd oLadied!

Tickets Available at

Welcome to the bond
^^o

The Falcons will end their
six-week long homestand this
Saturday with three matches
matches against Miami University. This will be the final
tuneup before the Ohio Collegiate Championships in
Columbus the following
weekend.

Lirs,

jMrL 3>JL Pi

ff/uhele CoUi

Scrum-half Gus Saponari
added four more points when
he intercepted a short pass
and scooted ten yards for a
try. After eluding Dayton
scrum-half Steve O'Donnell
off the back of a scrum, Saponari scored another try.
Tony Konczak's conversion
kick made the made the score
14-0.
In the second half, the Argylles matched the Falcons
try for try as Dayton became
one of the few teams to solve
the defensive speed of BG.
After a 10 minute goal line
stand. O'Donnell burst
through to put Dayton on the
board. Brother Kevin O'Donnell waded through a huge
gap to score another try near
the end of the match. Matching them were trys by Konczak and fullback Scott Ault
for the Falcons.
The second match was tied
4-4 when the fireworks started. BG center Callen Breen
scored on a long run while
Dayton countered on a score
by Jim Gerding. Gerding is a
1971 BG graduate. The refere
ended the match after Falcon's forward Chris Kennedy
was kicked in the head while
lying on the ground after
making a tackle.

October 1-3 and 8-10 at 8 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre-University Hall
$4.00 for Adults
$2.00 for Students
For ticket information call 372-2719

^m^t^^

^Karen VJowin

Rugby is often noted for its
rough exterior while few people know of the camaraderie
between players on opposing
teams. There was precious
little of the latter and plenty
of the former as Bowling
Green downed the Dayton
Argyles 24-10 and 7-4 last Saturday.
Rough? By midway
through the second match,
the game had gotten so out of
hand that referee Bob Anderson abruptly ended the match
and awarded the win to the
Falcons.
"Allowing the match to
continue would have been
pointless," Anderson said. "A
couple of Dayton players
were obviously here to see
how much blood they could
draw and not how much rugby they could play."
BG coach Roger Mazzare11a said that he was upset by
the brutal play on the field.
"There is no excuse for that
sort of behavior from a team
of their caliber." Mazzarella
said. "Dayton is one of 21
Senior League teams that vie
for a berth in the National
Club Championship each
year. Dayton obviously
couldn't handle the fact that
they were being beaten by a
bunch of young college kids.''
What started out as an obvious attempt to intimidate
the younger Falcons quickly
turned on the Argyles as BG
reeled off 14 points in the
early stages of the first game.
Wing Bob Mateljan opened
the scoring by sweeping the
left-end to score untouched.

BY NKIL SIMON

9 Myle's Flowers
434 E. Wooster

BG wins war
with Argyles

-

V

128 N. Main
B.G.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Syh/ania

382-2020

472-1113

Stadium Plaza

352-2533

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
IMA EXTERN EXPERIENCE
Appecaoone svsxsole In cosege offices
or at Mew Mum Corner

12 October 1,1987

NEVER AGAIN
Never Again a organizational meeting Is
Tonight 8 PM Room 110 BA
Join an organization where you can make a on
le.ence Your ideas wH be heard your pans
put into action You can help. Responsible
Decisions about Drinking and Driving See
our big ad si today'a BG News

•■••TONKJHT""
SPANISH CLUB

PIZZA PARTY

MtM

Friday. Oct. 2, spm-umw

308 MOSELEV
SEE YOU THERE!'
""TOWWIIT""

loo Arena Lounge. S2 donation

PERSONALS

ORDER YOUR
HOMECOMING WEEKEND
PARTY SUBS HERE
DBENEDETTO'S SUB-ME-QUICK
(THE PEOPLE'S CHOKE FOR 8 YEAHSI

352 4663

Sponsored by OSS
■ -listen Conversahon Hour' MMI M Potyeyes II 9 00 downstairs Thus
day. Oct 1 Al who are Interested ••
IWiMSMl
•TH

ANNUAL HONORS STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
COFFEE HOUSE
Wed . Oct 14 at 7 PM m
Honors Center Below Kreischer
Al lypMol talent and acts nee dad
to pertorm-Cal Honors Office al 2-6601
lor signup and further mlo

PUBLICITY POSITION AVAILABLE
In World Student AaaodaHon Board
lor further info, please contact Phi
364-4610

at

1977 Plymouth Station wagon 4-door Body In
good shape, replaced transmission, new
starter, ox filter changed, spark plugs cleaned
Good heater for winter. Body In good condition
Over 100.000 mess $250 (no less) Cal
866-3222

FMENOS
Come and enjoy an afternoon of
Friendly Competition
Saturday October 3. 1987 12 00 Noon
Memorial Hal Intramural Fields

ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARRIED 8
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO
OFFER WISHES TO ADOPT WHITE
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID, CONFIDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914-621-1 152

The FALL EDITION of the
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY
fcshng over 126 registered student
dubs, groups A organizations.
la now svsxeble m 405 Student ServicesG

AMA CAREER AWARENESS WEEK
Oct 681 ■ 8m
Mon Oct 6 ■ Advertising
Kan Lauerer Irom
Lauarar. MarMn. ODDS inc
7 30 McFal Csnler

THE LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE WILL
HOLD ITS MEETING ON THURSDAY AT 8 30
AT ST THOMAS MORE IN THE RELIGIOUS
ED ROOM ALL SUPPORTIVE PERSONS
WELCOME

Tues Oct 6 ■ Research
Carle Aukett from NFO Research Inc.
7.30 Stale Room • Union

BG

NEWS MEETING FOR VOLUNTEER
REPORTERS"
EVERY SUNDAY AT 8 PM W 210 WEST HALL
CALL 372-2803 FOR MORE INFORMATION
BQSU
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Today 4.00 PM: 400 Moseley
Please Joel Us'

LOST & FOUND
FOUND Set of 6 keys on "Shakespeare's
Tavern" key ring. Found near Cannei 2 7-TVsta
bon Claim al Channel 27 TV from desk

Aisa McMeen
Corvjrstulations on your Gamma Phi-Lambds
CN pinning to Steve Palmar
Love, the sisters of Gamma Phi Beta

LOST
Dark brown Buxton wallet Has sentimental
veJue If found, please return' No questions
ssked
Cal 354-5610

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
PLEDGES ARE NO. II

LOST GUCCI WATCH ON 9-28
NEAR BGSU STADfUM
REWARD-CALL 874-1362

Alpha Delta Pi love and ccrigratiJetjone to ton
Thuf and Michael Scott on their engagement
Much happiness to you both LSL the Alpha
Dels

LOST
GOLD QUARTZ WATCH
DIAMOND-SENTIMENTAL VALUE'
SHAVELTA 354-2324

RIDES

CHINESE MOON FESTIVAL
Thurs .Oct 1. 1987
411 South Hal. 2 30-4 30 PM
Special anacka are provided
Sponsored by W S A

RIDE DESPERATELY NEEDED!!
THURS. NIGHT PREFERABLY OR FRI. EARLY
TO DAYTON. ICENTERVILLE) OR SURROUNDING AREA. WILLING TO SQUEEZE IN. WILL
PAY GAS MONEYtl PLEASE CALL TAMMY
AT 372-17M

COLLEGE LIFE is sn evening ol exciting Christian loaowshlp1 Join us at 7 30 tonight in the
Alumni Room. Union, tor singing, skits, and
Todd Pastor's tak How did I ever gel into tha
mess?" OPEN TO ALL-rreshmen welcome1
Sponosred by Campus Crusade for Christ

Desperately Seeking'
Omega Phi Alpha. National Service Sorority is
desperately seeking an advisor for Fal
semester Any female faculty member who
would be interested please contact Mans or
Wendy al 364-4124 We need YOU'
Did you miss Ihe Information session on Internships for sli majors in Washington DC?
You can learn more Thursday, October t at
10:30 AM si 231 Administration or call Ihe
Center for Academic Options SI 372-8202
LOGO AND T-SHIRT DESIGN
FOR
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT SANDY
372-4810

AT

LSAT Study Session
Thursday Ocl 1
114 BABOO PM
LSAT Study Session

ALPHA PHI PLEDGES
YOU MADE OUR HOMECOMING WEEKEND
EXTRA SPECIAL WITH YOUR SPIRITED SURPRISE OF DECORATING THE LAWN THE
RETURNING ALUMNAE AGREED WITH US
THAT YOU ALL ARE OUTSTANDING WE
LOVE YOU ALL! LOVE, THE ACTIVES
Aloha XI Delta
Thanks for making me feel right at home' You
girts are me Best1
Love. Your houseboy Tim
ATTN COMMUTERS Anyone who witnessed s
red pick-up hitting s white Ford Escort at 11 25
AM on Monday. Sept 28 In commuter lot No 4,
PLEASE cal Jane at 372-2028. or evenings
385 5102

SERVICES OFFERED

Barfly
AKA Lisa Walker
Are you ready for our first roedtrtp of the year? I
can hardly wait until we're West Virginia bound!
Thanks for al the memories these bast few months lave brought II looks she It's going to be s
great yeari
Michele

ABORTION
Morning after treatment
Personal ft Private
Center lor Choice II
Toledo 419-255-7789

Come see Harold Moss- Director ol the Com
murty lor Creative Nonviolence s Men's Shelter
In Washington DC
Discussion on the
homeless 116 Educ Thursday. October 1,
7 30 PM

PACKAGING
HAVE TO BMP A PACKAGE?
For al your slapping needs
Federal Express "UPS
A Z Oats Cenlsr ■ 352-5042
Pregnant? We're here to heip you thru Cal First
Hops 354 HOPE lor free pregnancy tests, sup
porfrve services
TYPING SERVICES for al types of papers using
Xerox Memorywrtler 352-3987 Irom 8 AM to
9 PM
TYPING?
Typing-Word Processing
Document Storage on Diskette
Resumes
plus many more services
A-Z Data Confer 352-8041
WOMEN S CUNIC
2 700 Monroe St , Toledo Offering
gynecological services I pregnancy termination
by ftcensed physician including prenatal
obstetrics pregnancy testing. Pap test (for cervical cancer). VD screening, birth control Info.,
Tube) bgabon. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates for students ]
By sppomtment 1-241-2471

.— The BG News

BGSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM MEETING
Thursday at 9:00 PM 113 BA
ALL SKIERS WELCOME
COACH HOOO
(AKA Horjdwtnrde. the Jaybird. JO (James
VValsce) Warry. etc.).
Don't use that F bomb.
fuel remain calm
Victory will be fate.
If they can keep Rita.
Moty and Lulu strstght
Jay. get that game voice reedy. Arizona awaits
Have a super trip Remember to save me some
of those airplane peanuts or at least s king size
Snickers bar.
••Tina

Congratulations Sue Mattock on your Pi Phi Sig
Ep lavalering to Chris Kocak of OSUI What a
surprise'
The sisters of Pi Bets Phi

-Classified Information
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication. 4 p.m.
( The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are 65" per kne $i 95 minimum
SO* extra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per bne

DELTA GAMMA WISHES TO COrrORATULATE
LYNN STULT2 ON BECOMING ETA THETA PI
SWEETHEART WE'RE ALL SO HAPPY FOR
YOULYNNI
Do you need to party?
Help ue celebrate Join WFAL Frt Oct. 2 4:00-8 00 PM
at Uptown for Happy HoursSpecial prices S lots of giveaways
Heap Kick-on the cebts connection!!!
DZ Actives sre No. 1"
Love.
Your Zees
EVERY WEDNESOAY AT DOWNTOWN
MUSIC 5 LAUGHTER
WITH KENNY REEVES
NO COVER
FALCON FOOTBALL
hve from Tucson
dull Herrtck s dreg Wsddetl
at 9:30 on 88 1 WBOU
GAMMA PHI BETA
BALLOON SALE
OAMMA PHI BETA
BALLOON SALE
Ginger Hume
Congratuasttone on your Beta Theta Pl-Atpha Chi
Omega levakering to Rod Kronk ol OSU
Love. Your AXO slstsrs
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

PM afci Executive Council
The hoeue oouktnl have chosen a finer bunch
of leaders Thank you tor al your dedication
hard work and support
Dewn Adams
CariBeaaari
HerJuCtatg
Tracy Drags*
Anna Beer Emmerth
Sarah Evans
Deda

The sisters ol PI Beta Phi wish to congrahxele
Bobbie HeBkng and Stew West on their PI PhiKappa Stg lavskermg'
TO OUR SAE DATES
DAVE AND KEVIN
THE GAMES BEGAN
AND TO THE IEASTIE BOYS WE JAMMED
OFF TO EN JAPANESE
BUT LOST WE BECAME
A LITTLE ONE ON ONE
ADDED TO THE FUN
THE OAMES ENDED WITH
ALL THE RULES BENDED
THANKS FOR THE AWESOME
HOMECOMING!
FRtCK AND FRACK
To the cast and crew of "Brighton Beech"
Have a great opening night and a fantastic run
Enjoy the food and break some leg* (but not on
the stairs) And If nothing else, UO IT FOR
ROGER!

SOONER" (OCT 3)

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1 ' or 2'' ads
1" (8 line maximum) $5.85
2 " (16 line minimum) $11.70

Hey Phi Mu's thai >ve in the house.
Thursday kitchen queens, houseboys and Mary
Ronan
Want to set dinner tonight?
WM. grab a date and be there at 5:30
No date, no grub BYOB.
(Thanks Kate Schafler and Heather Cralg!)
Hospitakly Management Society
RAFFLEI
Buy a chance to win 1 of 5
great prizes for only $1 00
Stop by our booth In the BA
Lobby Sept 28 - Oct 2

Love.
Kale and Kesy
To the FOFM oops
To Ihe FM No. 2
We wrote this poem
Just for you.
To say how we love
Your company
And how gtad we are
You chose a real sorority'
As the pres of the CI's
You deserve a special treat
So when we see you todsy
We may loss your feet!
This should Be your
Best birthday yet
Cut tonight wel be
As drunk as we can gel!
HAPPY 1tth BIRTHDAY FM NO. 21
Cl 4 ETAS RULE!
Love, your Ci wacko sisters,
Btondle snd FM No. Land
Watty Cleaver (our houseboy I

Jackie Bass snd Merc Stexier
Congratulations on winning the Panheeentc
highest Big Little grsdepomt award tor Acaertvc
Achievement' Way to go on those 4 09' Love,
your Alpha Phi sisters

Turn-on to WFAL
for Happy Hours Friday Oct. 2
M Uptown- 4 00-9 00 PM
Help Klck-Ofl the Cable Connection

JEANS N THINGS
Costume Rental
Order Soon

Who's on first? What's on second?
Gel you- team together and register lor the
Alpha Delta PI-AJpha Sigma Phi Softbal
Tourney Cal 372-3407 Today

JT'S CARROUT
Now hoe Haloween Masks
Order at least 2 weeks In advance'

WANTED

Juts Martini • Congratuattons on becoming the
new NMPC Treasurer'
Love, your Kappa Sisters

WANTED Fnsbee Players wasng to form a coed intramural UMmete Fnsbee teem Cal Tan M
2-1353

Karen Goto and Ke«y Karshner
Are you reedy for a "attta" revenge?
We are!!
Love, your mischievous tittles

HELP WANTED

LYNNE REDMAN
I'm sorry I left the tosst seat up it's been a
week, please forgive me and say we can be
ssc/efcglous again

High-energy Individuals needed for all
positions-18 years ol sge and older-no experience necesaary-wB train-tafc to ue about
car-cooling
Henry j's Nightclub
1532 S Byrne Road. Toledo
Apply after 8 30 PM Wed-Sunday

MIKE MOVERCONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR LAVAUERING
TO SARA DEHART OF NORTH CAROLINA.
LOTS OF LUCK IN THE FUTURE
G-MAN -

HIRING! GOVMT
JOBS-Your area.
SI5.000-88.000 Cal (802) 838-8885 EXT
4244

PATTY BONNET
WE APPRECIATE ALL YOUR
HELP 'tWrOUQH HOMECOMING'
LOVE. CHI OMEGA

PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error djo to *erj*aty or incomplete mtormabon Please come to 214
West Hal immediately if there is an error m your ad The BG Mews w* not be responsible for typooraplxcal
errors at dassrlied ads for more than two consecutive insertions

PHI MU CABINET ADDS LIFE!

X-TRAftftftfta
•50 00 Investment earns
100* PROFIT
Self-Enrichment
$50 00 per hr Realistic
Help people be successful
ENRICHMENT
353-0585 8 AM-Noon

FOR SALE
'82 Toyota Coroea FRS In good raxjltton
$3000 or best offer Cal 354-7810 after 5 PM
1980 Suzuki GSL 850 new ol cooler Low
mileggs pkjs accessories $1800 or best offer
3528091
2-BR APARTMENT ON SIXTH ST AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY HEAT a WATER FREE FOR
MORE INFO CALL 352-4808
2» Galon Aquarium Includes heater, filer Pump, rocks and plants, (foreseen! Ighted top
snd screen top $95 1 0 Galon Aquarium Bottle and screen top $25 Cal Scott 354-3440
7 7 Grsnade Runs good New hettery Must sea
$550 Cal 352.8847
Chevy Impale. 1988
Body Good, runs wel
Asking $800. cal 888-5035 after 8 PM
FOR SALE
Light Blue Honda Accord (1882) Good
oorirJlton--new brakes, new struts, new wtring,
1 new stereo Asking $4300 (vary negotieble)
Cal 353-7020 Ask lor Rob
FOR SALE:
'84 MERC LYNX. VERY LOW MILEAGE
GREAT CXJrstXTION ASKING $3400 CALL
354 2914 AFTER 9 30 PM
Panasonic stereo with cassette player, turn.
table, speakers In very good condition $75 or
best otter 352-7298

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAIL IMMED
CURRENTIVVACANT
UP TO 3 PEOPLE
ONLY SS4S A MO. TOTAL
1ST MONTH FREE RENT
CALL 353 8409 OR OCMB 4030
FRAZEE APT FOR SUBLEASE - 2 BDRMCLOSE TO CAMPUS LOTS OF FUN! CALL
353-3120
VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
Across from campus Aval thra weekend lor 2
gM students Quiet stmosphere 352-2858

COOP CORNER
COMPUTER SCIENCE
COOP NrOHT
Are you Interested m working for Texas h•numenta. UNISYS, Chemical Abstracts. Census Bureau, or Eastman Kodak? If so. come to
our C S Co-op Night on 'Thursday, Oct 1 at
7:00 PM In 102 Psychology and learn more
DOOR PRIZES'!
TOLEDO company needs Soph or Junior CS or
MIS metor to work part-time starting NOW Pays
$8 00-hr Cal Co-op Office at 372-2451

Chad care needed In my Perrysburg home for 2
ctxoron ages 4 1-2 and 1. Hours needed 8 30
AM to 4 PM Mon-Fn Must have references
874-2391

MICHELLE CAM.
GREAT JOB ON SCHOLARSHIP DESSERTS
WE KNEW WE COULD COUNT ON YOU'
LOVE. YOUR CHI OMEGA SISTERS

NEVER AGAIN
Never Again s rxgartiatJonal meeting is
Tonight 8 PM Room 110 BA
Join an organiranon where you can make a difference. Your ideas wfl be heard, your plane
put into action You can hasp. Responsible
Decisions about Drinking and Driving. See
our big ad in today'a BG News

We have work In spe/tmenta tor coiege girls only. OH 352-2858

The sisters ol Kappa Pin would Ike to
welcome their new pledges
FELECIA KLUDY LORI ANNE McCANN
OEORGI MILLER AMY VOKODER
JENNY WEHR MICHELE WHEELER

WE LOVE YOU
HEY OAMMA PHI BETA PLEDGES
QET PSYCHED
FOR OUR FIRST OATE PARTY!
00 OVERBOARD WITH A OAMMA PHI!

WAITRESS PART TIME 1 WEEKENDS
APPLY BETWEEN 2-4. MON FRI
APPLY AT ELKS LODGE
200 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD

THE KEY YEARBOOK STAFF IS 3555
FOR ENTHUSIASTIC SALES REPRESENTATIVES BE A PART OF A WINNING TEAM.
CONTACT THE KEY OFFICE 372-SOSS OR
CHRIS KINGSTON. SALES MANAGER
SS4-4IM

00 FOR IT' HAVE A GOOD TIME!

WITH
CALL

BGSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM MEETING
Thursday at 9 00 PM 113 BA
Al Skiers Welcome

Dave No 44
I'll be your offense anytime I'd ske to Improve
you as Canada*! Rotattone
Love, Your good-wB ambsssador

Adoption. Couple happty married 8 years with
much love and security to offer wishes to adopt
white newborn Al expenses paid, confxlentisi.
csl cosset 914821 1152
ADOPTION: Professional couple with a good
montage wants to adopt a baby We wl pay
medical expanses Contact our attorney. Mr.
Fisher, at (419)599-1010 Al deakngs wl be
strictfy confidential

Wed Oct 7 - Marketing
Tom Brundaga from CompuServe
7.30 State Room - Union
Thure Ocl 8 - Sales
Jack Grove from Marathon OH Co
7:30 Slate Room • Union

•• BALLOON SALE ••
ORDERS TAKEN SEPT. 28 TO OCT 2 IN THE
UNION.HELIUM AND HEART MYLAR
BALLOONS
DELIVERY OCTOBER 6TH
SPONSORED BY GAMMA PHI BETA

Congianaaarjna to LOM EVERETT on her
DELTA QAMMA-SIOMA PHI EPSrLON lavater
<vj»Cl#MO'C0«#«tXLofOtiMStMUnlver
ettyl Love, your Dee Oee staters

HIRING! Qovmt
Jobs--ln your area
$15,000-88.000 Cal 802-838-8885 Ext
4244
Management Trainee Position Available lor
specielfy food srevice Apply in peraon-Syd >
Diane's. 105 West 5th St Perrysburg
Occesonal Bsbysrtting Needed
Close to Campus
353-1882
Restaurant Choi- Prep Cook
Descatossen Help lul and part time Apply In
person Syd 1 Diane's. 105 West 5th St Perrysburg

BG News
volunteer
meetings
every
Sunday
8 p.m.

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who piece advertising in The New9 The
deciaron on whether to release this information aha! be made by Ihe management of The BG News. The
purpose (X this pokey is to discourage the placement ol advertieino that may be cruel or unnacesaarlry
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone#,

Name
Address
Social Security § or Account #
(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus I City Events*
Lost * Found
Rides
Services Ottered
Personals

_
_
_
_

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale

For Rant

•Campus/City Event ads are published tree of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only

Dates of Insertion

Total number of days to appear,

Mail to: (On or Off Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hal BQSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BO Newt)
Phone: 372-2o01

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
[Second'Serm
•

•

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs: Mon-Fri 9.8
Sat & Sun 10-4

